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H.W. Wilson Announces the Latest Issue of
The Reference Shelf: Vaccinations
While most Americans participate in vaccination, for a small number of Americans, vaccination is
perceived as a threat and possibly even a conspiracy. This volume of The Reference Shelf looks at the
history of vaccination as well as the regulation and administrative processes surrounding the creation
and dissemination of vaccines. The cost and availability of vaccines in American communities is
examined, as well as laws regarding childhood vaccination and access to schooling and other public
facilities. Illnesses and other medical controversies related to the industry, and the emergence of the
science skepticism/anti-vaccine movement that continues to influence American popular thought, is
examined. This volume looks at how vaccines and the anti-vaccine movement have evolved with
America and how this interplay of politics and personal liberty continues to impact American public
health.
This volume begins with a preface; a brief history of vaccinations and how vaccines are perceived in
American culture as well as the politicization of vaccines and the debates surrounding them.
Vaccinations includes articles, documents, and other literary works that fall into five topics:
•
•
•
•
•

Vaccination and Pandemics
Vaccine Access
Vaccination Hesitancy
Business of Vaccines
Vaccines and Personal Liberty

Together, this information provides thoughtful, comprehensive coverage of vaccinations and how the
discussions surrounding it have come to be such pressing debates in modern times.
About The Reference Shelf
Each 200-page volume provides comprehensive, balanced coverage of an issue of importance in modern
society. Each volume contains 35-45 notable documents and articles (complete or abstracted) from
highly respected periodicals and media outlets. In addition, the Preface introduces the reader to the topic
and 5-6 chapters with the text provide readers with thoughtful guidance on how to approach a particular
aspect of the topic. Each chapter’s introductory material provides guidance and guarantees success in

using these carefully-selected materials. A bibliography, index and important websites enhance further
research.
Free Online Access
The Reference Shelf provides vital information that is topical, current, and timely. Plus, subscribers get
free online access with their annual subscription. With unlimited users and remote access included, your
students and patrons can connect immediately to this rich collection of the most-debated current event
topics: anytime, anywhere.
Primary and secondary documents, plus carefully-edited introductory materials help students and
researchers navigate through these important topics. The information within Vaccinations provides
balanced coverage, supported by comprehensive background information, on the topics of vital interest
in our fast-changing world.
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The Reference Shelf 2021 Annual Subscription
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